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About this document
Purpose of document
This document explains the purpose of the Portrait Localization Add-in and
the mechanism it employs for extracting resource strings from Portrait Web
applications. It also describes the steps required to install and use the add-in.

Intended audience
Web developers and build controllers.

Related documents
Localizing .Net Applications User Guide (Localizing_NET_Applications.pdf)

Software release
Foundation Foundation 5.0 or later.
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1

Introduction
Portrait Foundation Web applications and their related .NET components have
been designed and implemented such that culture dependent text can be
automatically extracted into separate resource catalogues. The extraction process
is carried out by a Visual Studio automation tool that analyses the ASP.NET page
implementation, extracts text resources and modifies the page to link its controls
to the extracted resources.
This document outlines the mechanism used by the add-in for extracting the
localizable text. It also provides a guide on how to use the add-in in a
development environment.
It is recommended that the reader familiarise themselves with the guidelines
provided in the Localizing .Net Applications User Guide.
Please refer to the release notes for the version of Microsoft Visual Studio that is
currently supported.
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2
Note that the localization addin is designed to only work
with the controls provided as
part of the SDK.

Extraction process
All Portrait ASP.NET implementations utilise the .NET controls provided in the
SDK. These controls are all self-localizing in that they all retrieve localized text
from a resource catalogue via unique identifiers (ResourceKeys) that indicate
which strings to retrieve.
The generation of the resource catalogue and the setting of the controls’ resource
keys is carried out using the Portrait Localization Add-in.
The add-in is an automation tool that bolts onto Visual Studio and automates the
development environment to retrieve text from the Web pages.
The Add-in’s extraction mechanism is shown below

Figure 1 – Add-in extraction mechanism

The add-in is designed to consolidate resource files with the extracted text from
the localizable controls. The resource files are used to store extra localizable
strings that cannot be added using the SDK controls (for example information
messages) and strings that have been extracted from the assemblies used by the
Web project being localized (typically the assemblies associated with an included
Portrait Foundation configuration package).
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3

Add-in installation
In order to install the Portrait Localization Add-in, do the following:


Close all instances of Visual Studio.



Copy the “Software\Tools\Localization” folder from the release CD to your
local drive.



Open a command prompt and navigate to the local copy of the Localization
folder.



Run InstallMe.bat

Once the add-in is installed, two new Portrait Localization menu options
should be available in Visual Studio’s Tools menu.
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Using the Visual Studio Add-in
In order for the add-in to run successfully, it has to be aware of certain
information about the solution it is running on. The minimal amount of
information required is as follows:


Which projects inside the solution are to be localized? For every project, the
following items have to be set.


Prefix for newly generated resource string keys



Output resource catalogue file

In most cases the default values can be used. To add all the projects in a solution
simply select the desired Configuration (i.e. Release) and then click Add
configuration without selecting a specific project.

4.1

Configuring the Add-in
The add-in retrieves all the information it requires from the .NET solution file.
These settings can be changed by running Portrait Localization Settings from
the Tools menu inside Visual Studio when the Portrait Foundation implementation
project is loaded. The settings dialog box is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Portrait Localization Add-in
settings dialog

The following section describes the different components in the dialog box.
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4.1.1
At least one configuration has
to be added to the project
configurations list in order for
the add-in to work properly.

Project specific settings
Each project that requires the add-in to run has to be added to the Project
configurations to localize list box. This is achieved by selecting the project
name and its appropriate configuration in the combo boxes and clicking the Add
configuration button.
Each project/configuration pair can have the following options.
Input resource files are .NET resource files (RESX) to read and merge with the
resource strings extracted from the web pages of the selected project. Typically
the list contains a common resource file, which contains all special strings like
message box texts, strings for common buttons like OK and Cancel, etc., and list
of extracted .NET resource files for assemblies shipped with Portrait Foundation
packages included into the Portrait Foundation configuration in question.
New resource keys prefix is a string that specifies a prefix for all newly
generated entries in the output resource file. The Add-in parses the web pages of
the selected project and extracts localizable strings to be add to the output
resource file. Every entry in the resource file has to have a lookup key associated
with it. That key is generated by the Add-in during the extration process and the
specified prefix is used to ensure uniquenes of the key when merging with input
resource files’ entries.
Output files field indicates the name of the output resource files (without their
extension) that will be produced once the extraction is finished successfully. The
value of this setting contains a relative path of the files produced by the add-in.
For example, if the value is set to resources/commonresources and the
project files are in c:\samplemortgage.net, then the add-in will generate its
output files in c:\samplemortgage.net\resources and these files will be
named commonresources. Note that the add-in produces three different files
when it is run. These are


CAT format, which is a delimited file format that can be translated using a
third party tool



RESX format, which is the standard .NET resource catalogue format



RESOURCES format, which is the binary resource catalogue that gets used by
the application.

Hijack files is a flag that indicates whether the project files should have their
read-only flags removed before the extraction process. This might be necessary if
the files are under a source control system.

4.1.2
These two options are usually
used by build controllers who
produce the final builds of the
profiles.

4.1.3

Solution specific settings
Build after extraction and Close after build options are used in case the
add-in is run from the command line rather from Visual Studio.NET menus. The
Close after build attribute indicates that the add-in should close Visual Studio
after extraction. Build after extraction is a flag to inform the add-in to run
before any build process if the build configuration is in the Configuration list
box. Both of these settings are needed if the add-in is run as part of a final build
process.

Saving the add-in configuration
Clicking the OK button in the settings dialog box stores the settings in the
solution file, which in turn can be saved from within Visual Studio.

4.2

Running the Add-in
Make sure the solution is open and every file of the project can be successfully
opened with Visual Studio. Select Portrait Localization from the Tools menu.
The add-in will run and generate the resource files as configured in the solution.
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